ACT2: A multi-disciplinary semi-structured dataset for importance and
purpose classification of citations
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Abstract
Classifying citations according to their purpose and importance is a challenging task that has gained considerable interest in recent years. This interest has been primarily driven by the need to create
more transparent, efficient, merit-based reward systems in academia; a system that goes beyond simple bibliometric measures and considers the semantics of citations. Such systems that quantify and
classify the influence of citations can act as edges that link knowledge nodes to a graph and enable efficient knowledge discovery. While a number of researchers have experimented with a variety of
models, these experiments are typically limited to single-domain applications and the resulting models are hardly comparable. Recently, two Citation Context Classification (3C) shared tasks (at
WOSP2020 and SDP2021) created the first benchmark enabling direct comparison of citation classification approaches, revealing the crucial impact of supplementary data on the performance of
models. Reflecting from the findings of these shared tasks, we are releasing a new multi-disciplinary dataset, ACT2, an extended SDP 3C shared task dataset. This modified corpus has annotations for
both citation function and importance classes newly enriched with supplementary contextual and non-contextual feature sets the selection of which follows from the lists of features used by the more
successful teams in these shared tasks. Additionally, we include contextual features for cited papers (e.g. Abstract of the cited paper), which most existing datasets lack, but which have a lot of potential
to improve results. We describe the methodology used for feature extraction and the challenges involved in the process. The feature enriched ACT2 dataset is available at
https://github.com/oacore/ACT2.
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Motivation

Citation
Functions

Examples

BACKGROUND

Most of the participatory models to design
educational games are founded on
educational theories and game design (see
for example: Amory, 2007;
#CITATION_TAG).

COMPARES_
CONTRASTS

The simplicity and validity of the numerator
is perhaps misleading (#CITATION_TAG),
especially in mental health.

EXTENSION

The items were derived from existing
literature (#CITATION_TAG; Wagner and
Schaltegger, 2004; Schoenherr, 2012; Zhang
and Wang, 2014; Dubey et al. 2015).

FUTURE

We are thus exploring the option of using
datasets such as CrossRef 12, Dimensions
13, OpenCitations [11], and Core
[#CITATION_TAG].

MOTIVATION

To illustrate, consider the motivation given
by #CITATION_TAG in developing their
Bayesian account of word learning.

USES

For OTs I used the R package Oncotree
[#CITATION_TAG] with its default settings.

Citation
Importance

Examples

INCIDENTAL

The intervention was based on Body
knowledging theory [20] [#CITATION_TAG].

INFLUENTIAL

In a related study, Mryglod et al.
[#CITATION_TAG] used departmental h-index
aggregation to predict REF rankings.

Citing Paper

Cited Paper

Citing Author
Citing Abstract

Cited Abstract

Citation Offset

•

Existing datasets for citation classification are
homogenous in nature and not feature enriched.
ACT2 represents a multi-disciplinary, multi
annotated corpus for citation classification. The
dataset also includes 12 additional features
extracted automatically, besides the existing 7
features.

Cited DOI

Additional Features
Total doc length, self citation, direct citations,
citing publication info, co-mentions

Section Info

Reference
Cited Title

Cited Author

...........

Citation
Context

•

Cited Publication
Info

Cited Publication
Date

BACKGROUND/INCIDENTAL

Comparison With Existing Datasets
Dataset
CFC Corpus
(Teufel et al., 2006)

ACL-ARC
(Jurgens et al., 2018)

SciCite

Citation Citation
Function Importance

MultiDisciplinary?

✘

✗

548

Structural + Contextual
citing information

✓

✗

✗

1,969

Structural + Contextual
Citing information

✓

✗

✗

11,020 Structural + Contextual
Citing information

✓

✓

✓

11,233 Contextual citing
information

✓

✓

✓

4,000

(Pride and Knoth, 2020)

ACT2
(This dataset)

Distribution of (a) direct citations and (b) co-mentions
with respect to citation function and importance classes

Enhanced Feature Set

✓

(Cohan et al., 2019)

ACT

Size

Structural + Contextual citing
information, contextual +
frequency based cited
information.
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Conclusion
ACT2 – A new multi-annotated, multi-disciplinary, semi-structured feature-enriched open dataset.

